Year: 4

Term: 1

Topic: South America

Week 2

Week 3

Tuesday video
Photos from Tuesday story
Minimised pictures from
story
Large paper
Thesaurus’
Vocabulary mats
Connective mat

Picture of three frogs on lily
pads starting to take off.
Connective mat
Similes mat
Feelings word bank
Speech verbs
Question stems for hot seating

Openers word bank
Photos of mischief/fun activities
Sentence opener stems for
range of sentences lesson

LI: To make predictions
about a story
HOOK LESSON – children
exposed to the video and
story.
Outcome: Photo page

LI: To empathise with a
character
Take on the role of a characterfreeze frames/gather feelings
and reasons (practice using
some connectives ready for
next day)
Outcome: Photo page

LI: To use powerful openers
Outcome:
Frogs in the sky – what are they
doing – verbs and adverbs
Time connectives
VLA: Simple sentences with
verbs and adverbs – punctuated
LI: To recall events of the
correctly.
story
LA: Use verb/adverb openers
Acting – immersion in the
LI: To describe a character’s
MA: Write a paragraph using
story
feelings. (LI: To write a charater time connectives and
Outcome: Photo page
description)
verbs/adverbs
Outcome:
HA: Write a paragraph using
LI: To describe a scene
VLA: Simple sentences about
time connectives and powerful
effectively (2 lessons)
what the character looks like.
verbs/adverbs.
Gathering vocabulary and
LA: Write sentences to describe
writing a setting description. how the character feels with
LI: To write range of sentences
Outcome:
correct punctuation.
for effect (2 lessons)
VLA: Enlarged photos of
Connectives - because, so,
Write about the mischief and
aspects of picture with
which, but)
fun activities the frogs get up
language and sentences
MA: Write a paragraph about
to.
annotated (Guided write)
how the character feels and
Outcome:

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

Thesaurus’
Write up paper
Examples to edit and improve
Visualiser

Up Video clip
Pictures from film
Minimised pictures
from film.
Vocabulary mats
Causal connectives mats
Thesaurus
Dialogue scaffold

Word banks
Video clips
Scaffolds
Write up paper

LI: To edit and improve my
writing.
Children will be editing and
improving their work – first
lesson of this – modelling and
training them in how to do it.
LA: Supported – choose one
section to edit and improve
MA: Choose two sections supported
HA: Choose three sections to
edit and improve

LI: To make predictions
about a story.
Hook lesson- children
exposed to the film and
discuss storyline.
Outcome: Photo page

LI: I can use
expanded noun
phrases to
describe a
journey.

Resources

Wider Curriculum

Week 1

LI: To write the story of Tuesday
Children will be writing up their
story.
LA: Write one section
MA: Write at least two sections
HA: Write at least three sections

Outcome:
LI: I can describe a
character’s feelings
Children will write about a
character’s feelings using
adjectives, causal
connectives etc.
Outcome:

VLA: Complete simple
sentences with adjectives
(given as multiple choice)
to show a character’s
Publish the story - read aloud or feelings.
share with year 3.

VLA: Children add
adjectives to
description of the
journey.
LA: Children add
noun and
adjectives to a
journey
description.
MA: noun,
adjectives,
prepositional

Year: 4

LA: Focused group to gather
language/write correctly
punctuated sentences to
describe what can be seen
(shared write)
MA: Gather language on
large sheets/record
sentences for see and hear.
HA: Gather language phrases
doe description with
thesaurus’ on tables/Write
paragraph using at least 3
senses and ambitious
vocabulary.

Term: 1

include some description of
appearance in form of
adjectives. Connectives – as
above but also while, as
HA: Write paragraph to
describe appearance and
feelings – similes, connectives
(as above but also however,
therefore)
LI: To hot seat a character
Hot seat turtle and frog
Outcome: Record responses
and ideas from questioning.
LI: To record speech correctly.
Outcome:
VLA: Record in speech
bubbles/cloze procedure
LA: Record at least 2 pieces of
speech per character in
conversation (shared)
MA: Record conversation with
at least 3 pieces per character.
Must use variety of speech
verbs
HA: Write conversation with at
least 4 pieces of speech per
character. Must use a variety of
speech verbs and actions e.g.
stated the turtle as he raised
his eyes to the sky.

Topic: South America

LA: Simple/compound
sentences (1/2 scenes to write
about)
MA: Compound/complex
sentences (2/3 scenes to write
about)
HA: All three types of sentences
(write about 3+ scenes)
LI: To use a range of
punctuation
Write the ending of the story
when the sun rises.
LA:

Outcomes.
LA
MA
HA

LA: Write simple sentences phrases in
with adjectives and correct sentences.
punctuation.
HA: Fronted
adverbial,
MA: Write a paragraph
adjectives,
including adjectives,
prepositional
powerful verbs, adverbs.
phrases in short
Include a causal
paragraph.
conjunction (as/because).
HA: Write a paragraph
including adjectives,
powerful verbs, adverbs,
causal conjunctions (as,
because, so, therefore,
although, as a result etc).
LI: I can punctuate speech
correctly
Spag lesson. Outcome:
VLA: Add inverted commas
to speech provided.
LA: Add inverted commas
and punctuation to speech
provided.
MA: Add inverted
commas, punctuation,
speech verb to speech
provided.
HA: Add inverted commas,
punctuation, speech verbs
and new speaker to
speech provided.
LI: I can write a dialogue

LI: I can use
powerful verbs
and adverbs to
describe an
event.
Outcome:
VLA: add
powerful verbs to
description of the
storm.
LA: add powerful
verbs and
adverbs to storm
description.
MA: Write
sentences using
powerful verbs
and adverbs to
describe the
storm.
HA: Write a
paragraph using
powerful verbs
and adverbs to
describe the
storm.

Outcome
LI: I can use
VLA: Use yesterday’s work varied sentence
to help write a dialogue
openers.
with inverted commas.
Outcome:

Year: 4

Term: 1

Topic: South America

LA: Use yesterday’s work
to help write a speech
with inverted commas and
a speech verb.
MA: Write a dialogue
(using scaffold) between
Carl and the old man.
Include inverted commas,
punctuation, speech verb.
HA: Independently write a
dialogue between Carl and
the old man. Include
inverted commas,
punctuation, speech verbs.

VLA and LA: add
sentence openers
to sentences.
MA: Write a few
sentences to
describe the
landing using
varied sentence
openers.
Ha: Write a
paragraph to
describe the
landing using
varied sentence
openers
LI: I can edit and
improve my
work.
Outcome
VLA and LA: To
up level some
word choices.
Check
punctuation and
spelling,
MA and HA: Up
level word
choices and
sentence
structure. Add
any extra detail.
LI: I can write up
my journey
narrative.
Outcome

Year: 4

Term: 1

Topic: South America

Resources

Spellings

Resources

All to write up
edited and
improved work
neatly.

MA/HA - Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

MA/HA - Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

MA/HA - Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

MA/HA - Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

MA/HA - Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory

LA – George's marvellous
medicine

LA – George's marvellous
medicine

LA – George's marvellous
medicine

LA – George's marvellous
medicine

LA – George's marvellous
medicine

Homophones and near
Homophones
groan grown affect effect fair
fare great grate through
threw

Homophones and near
Homophones
heel heal main mane medal
meddle key quay check cheque

Words with the /s/ sound spelt
Statutory list – Random
sc
actual address calendar
science scene discipline fascinate disappear experience particular
crescent scissors scenery descent thought separate difficult weight
ascend descend

Endings which sound like
ʃɘn spelt – sion
expansion extension
comprehension tension
suspension occasion
dimension diversion
permission discussion
Purple Mash word lists
Purple Mash word lists
Purple Mash word lists
Purple Mash word lists
Purple Mash word lists
Purple Mash quiz set
Purple Mash quiz set
Purple Mash quiz set
Purple Mash quiz set
Purple Mash quiz set
Widgit words
Widgit words
Widgit words
Widgit words
Widgit words
Specific grammar materials to Specific grammar materials to be Specific grammar materials to be Specific grammar materials to be Specific grammar materials
be decided weekly in PPA
decided weekly in PPA according decided weekly in PPA according decided weekly in PPA according to be decided weekly in PPA
according to A4L from writing to A4L from writing across the
to A4L from writing across the
to A4L from writing across the
according to A4L from
across the curriculum
curriculum
curriculum
curriculum
writing across the
curriculum
Review common and proper Revise vowels and consonants,
Types of sentences (simple,
Revise correct use of
Suffixes - -sion
nouns; check use of CL for
selecting the determiner ‘a’ or
compound, complex)
subject/verb agreement to
more obscure contexts e.g.
‘an’ appropriately;
conform to Standard English,
shops, hotels, companies,
Conjunctions
orally and using multiple choice
landmarks, museums
questions e.g. Where were / was
you?

Resources

Year: 4

Term: 1

Topic: South America

Year: 4

GAP ANALYSIS

GAP ANALYSIS

Amounts of money in a
practical context

Divide single digits by 10

Add two numbers with three
digits
Subtract numbers up to 3
digits
Solve problems with addition
and subtraction.

Maths

Term: 1

Fraction of objects
Multiply 2 digit by 1 digit
Compare mass

Topic: South America

Number: Place Value
Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9.
25 and 1000.

Number: Place Value
Count in multiples of 6, 7, 9.
25 and 1000.

Number: Addition and
Subtraction
Add and subtract
numbers with up to 4
Find 1000 more or less than a Find 1000 more or less than a digits using the formal
given number.
given number.
written methods of
columnar addition and
Recognise the place value of Recognise the place value of subtraction where
each digit in a four digit
each digit in a four digit
appropriate.
number
number
(thousands, hundreds, tens
(thousands, hundreds, tens
Estimate and use inverse
and ones)
and ones)
operations to check
answers to a calculation.
Order and compare numbers Order and compare numbers Solve addition and
beyond 1000
beyond 1000
subtraction two step
Identify, represent and
Identify, represent and
problems in contexts,
estimate numbers using
estimate numbers using
deciding which
different
different
operations and methods
representations.
representations.
to use and why.
Round any number to the
nearest 10, 100 or 1000

Round any number to the
nearest 10, 100 or 1000

Solve number and practical
problems that involve all of
the
above and with increasingly
large positive numbers.

Solve number and practical
problems that involve all of
the
above and with increasingly
large positive numbers.

Count backwards through
zero to include negative
numbers.

Count backwards through
zero to include negative
numbers.

Read Roman numerals to 100 Read Roman numerals to 100
(I to C).
(I to C).

Number:
Addition and
Subtraction
Add and
subtract
numbers with
up to 4 digits
using the
formal written
methods of
columnar
addition and
subtraction
where
appropriate.
Estimate and
use inverse
operations to
check answers
to a calculation.
Solve addition
and subtraction
two step
problems in
contexts,
deciding which
operations and
methods to use
and why.

Resources

Pictures of
different
materials
Widgit version
for LA

Year: 4

Lesson 1 – How can I
compare and group
materials?
Compare and group
materials together,
according to whether they
are solids, liquids or gases.

Resources

Science

Unit Title

Activities:
Mild/Hot/Spicy sorting into
venn diagram
Outcomes:
Mild: pictures of the
materials that have been
sorted but only fit into solid,
liquid, gas.
Hot: Venn diagram sorting
materials – give list of
materials as word bank
Spicy: Same as hot. They
must add 3-5 materials of
their own to the venn and
describe the difference
between solids, liquids and
gas in a paragraph
underneath.
Photos of wow moments
Ipad for taking photos

Term: 1

Balloons
Effervescent tablets
Metre stick
Bowl of boiling water
Small yakult bottles

Topic: South America

Chocolate, butter, wax, soft,
fat and hard fat
Containers for each solid
Boiling water
Glass bowl
thermometers

Lesson 2 – What is a gas?
Lesson 3 - 4 – What happens
Compare and group materials when materials are heated?
together, according to
(Formal investigation write up)
whether they are solids,
liquids or gases.
Activities:
Materials – chocolate, butter,
Activities: 3 activities to
wax, soft fat and hard fat
investigate gases
Children need to investigate
Does gas have weight?
which materials melts first and
What happens to gas when it
finding out melting points.
is heated?
Can gas be made from a solid Groups plan their investigation
on big sheets of paper.
and a liquid?
Outcomes: For each of these
tests, the children can draw
what they did and draw what
happened.
Firstly, allow them to draw or
discuss what they thought was
going on.
Secondly, identify the correct
scientific vocabulary. Finally
use this thinking and
vocabulary to construct a
sentence or two.

Outcomes:
Photopage
Discuss that will be carry out
investigation together. Go
through how to set out an
investigation write up.
(When get to prediction, I
predict that… will have the
highest melting point because…

Written results from previous week

Squared paper

Lesson 3 - 4 – What happens when
materials are heated?
(Formal investigation write up)

Lesson 5 – How do I
present my scientific
results on a graph?
Recording findings
using simple scientific
language, drawings,
labelled diagrams,
keys, bar charts, and
tables.

Activities:
Carry out investigation and record
results.
Outcomes: written up formal
investigation

Activities: Children use
their results to create
a bar chart from their
investigation
Outcomes: bar charts

Year: 4

LQ: Where does God and
Creation fit in the timeline
of the Bible?
Activities:
Images of wow moments in
our world on paper.
With no talking- children
walk around and put their
own ideas/ feelings/
questions/ comments.

Term: 1

LQ: What can we learn about
God from Genesis 1?

Topic: South America

LQ: How should humans treat
the world?

Activities: IN MIXED ABILITY
PAIRS, children write their
Activities:
own poems of what God might Write instructions God might
be like
give humans to make sure the
world stays “very good”.
How to look after the world in
Outcomes: Poems
10 easy steps:
Outcomes: Instructions

Outcomes: Photopage

LQ: How do Christians show their
understanding of God as Creator?
Activities:
As a Christian school we:
LA- pick 2 events that we do as a
school and explain what these
are and how they help to a new
person.
MA/ HA- write a letter to the
governors/ Mrs Wratten to
explain why we should keep 2 or
3 of the things we do as a
school.
Remember to use how this
supports our Christian values/
allows the school community to
be God’s Stewards.
Outcomes: Explanation / letter

LQ: How can we show LQ: What is “the
the message from the Fall”?
Creation story?
Activities:
Activities:
LA: write captions
On A3 paper- children around the
create a class charter characters to show
of the things they will thoughts and
do for the school to
feelings and what
help make it a better the character learnt
place for the next
from it.
week/ term…
MA: write a diary
Outcomes: Class
entry from one of
Charters in books
the character’s
points of view.
Include: what
happened, why it
happened, how they
felt, what will
happen now?

PE

Resources

HA: same as abovehave two characters
with conflicting
views.

Soft balls
Cones
Stop watches

Soft balls
Cones
Stop watches

Activities:
LI: I can complete 18-21
sprints in 21 seconds

Activities
Activities
LI: I can chest pass accurately LI: I can catch medium sized
to a static partner 3-5m away balls when thrown with a
prompt.
Children work with a partner
to practise the chest pass,
Children practise with a partner
standing 3-5m away
catching a medium sized ball.

Children work with a
partner to time sprints

Soft balls
Cones
Stop watches

Footballs
Cones

Footballs
Cones
Stop watches

Activities
LI: I can kick a ball
LI: I can kick a football from the floor accurately from the
10-15 metres away
floor to a static
partner 3-5m away
Children practise with a kicking a
football 10-15 metres away.
Children work with a
partner to practise

Outcomes: captions
/ diary entry / two
diary entries
Footballs
Cones
Stop watches

LI: I can kick a ball
accurately from the
floor to a static
partner 3-5m away.
Children work with a
partner to practise

Year: 4

Term: 1

Class set of working
laptops!

Class set of working
laptops

LI: Can I open and save a
presentation in
Powerpoint?
Activities:
Outcomes

LQ: Can I create a PowerPoint
appropriate for a given
audience?
Activities
Outcomes

Outcomes
LA: Can complete using
bigger/softer balls.
MA: Can catch medium sized
ball with partner.
HA: Fast-paced, can complete
without difficulty.

Class set of working laptops

LQ: Can I use a mixture of text
media
(pictures/videos/sounds)?

Outcomes
LA: Shorter distance if needed.
MA: 10m if needed
HA: Can they kick it further than
15m?

Class set of working laptops

LQ: Can I use transitions/animations
appropriate for a given audience?
Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

kicking the ball
standing 3-5m away.

kicking the ball 3-5m
away.

Outcomes

Outcomes

LA: Shorter distance if
needed.
MA: 3m if needed
Ha Can they kick it
from further than 5m?

LA: Shorter distance
if needed.
MA: 3 m if needed
HA: Can they kick it
further than 5 m?

Class set of working
laptops

Class set of working
laptops

LQ: Can I adjust slide
LQ: Can I add
transition times and clickable links within
how I are started? (On
a presentation?
mouse click, after a set
time)
Activities
Outcomes

Resources

History

Resources

Computing

Resources

when running a certain (but
the same) distance.
Outcomes
Outcome
All: How many chest passes
completed in given time to
All: How many sprints
partner 3-5 metres away. LAcompleted in 21 seconds
shorter distance if needed.
LA: Longer time given if
MA- 3 m if needed.
needed.

Topic: South America

Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

Class set of atlases
Maps of South America for
activity.

Climate information for S.A

Information about Mountain
ranges in S.A

Information about human geography Information about
in S.A
trade and industry

Information about
places in the UK and
South America.

Year: 4

LI: Can I locate South
America and its countries
using an atlas?
Activities: Children use
atlases to mark South
America, countries, cities on
a map.
Outcomes
LA: Mark South America
and key countries.
MA: Mark Key countries
and Cities
HA: Mark key countries,
cities and key information.

Term: 1

LI: Can I investigate the
climate in South America?

Topic: South America

LI: Can I locate and find out
about the major mountain
ranges in South America?

LI: Can I find out about the human
geography of South America?

LI: Can I find out
about trade and
industry in South
Activities: Children compare
Activities: Children find out about key
America?
the climate in different parts Activities Children research and parts of human geography in S.A
Activities: Children
of S.A and look at reasons as write about major mountain
such as population, life expectancy, find out about
to why the climate is varied.
ranges in SA.
capital cities, religion.
products that come
from South America.
Outcomes
Outcomes
Outcomes
LA: Find the climate for certain LA: Read information given
LA: Compare the above information Outcomes
places in S.A from the
about 1 specific Mountain
in two different cities.
information given.
range and write down key
MA: Compare the above information LA: Label the map with
MA: Find the climate for
information.
in 3 or more different cities. Try and the products to show
places in S.A. Give reasons for MA: Research 2 mountain
give reasons for 3 differences you
where each product is
two of them.
ranges and write down key
find.
grown/made etc.
HA: Find climate for places in information.
HA: Compare 4 or more cities
South America. Give reasons HA: Compare and contrast two referencing the information above.
MA: Label the map
for all of them.
or three mountain ranges,
Give reasons for ALL differences you and write information
noting key information.
find.
about each product.

LI: Can I compare an
area of South
America with the
UK?
Activities. Children
compare one place
in South America
with one place in
the UK and find
similarities and
differences.
Outcomes
LA: Complete
activity with missing
information relating
to human and
physical features.

HA: Choose 6
products. Write about
MA: Read
where each of them
information and
come from, how they
write a paragraph
are produced plus any
comparing two
other important
places based on
information.
human and physical
features. Find
similarities and
differences.
HA: Read
information and
write a paragraph
comparing two
places based on
human and physical
features as well as
the size of both
places. Use a Venn
diagram to show

Year: 4

Term: 1

Topic: South America

Resources

similarities and
differences.

Resources

Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

Activities
Outcomes

Examples of Henri
Rousseaus’s work

LI: Can I find out about the
artist Henri Rousseau?
Activities:
Using the images to create
some sketches -> Model
how to take a Rousseau
painting and pin point one
area to copy and recreate.
Model sketching (Lots of
small ideas, rough like a
jotter before a final
drawing!)

Art

Activities
Outcomes

Outcomes:
Sketch page trying to copy
Henri Rousseau shapes and
images looking at this
paintings for stimulus.

LI: Can I sketch in the style of LI: How can I use watercolours
Henri Rousseau?
to create light and shade?
Activities:
Children to complete an A4
pencil drawing of their first
illustration ready to paint it in
a lessons time.
Outcomes: pencil drawing in
sketchbooks in the style of
Henri Rousseau

Activities: To paint illustrations
referring to colour wheel to
help them.
Outcomes: sketch painted in
watercolours

LI: Can I use a crisp outline to sketch
and then colour my sketch?
Activities: Use felt tips, fine liners and
crayons to go over the outline for
their illustrations. Coloured pencils
can fill in white spaces or add
shading.
Outcomes:

Activities
Outcomes

Term: 1

Topic: South America

Resources

Year: 4

LI:
Activities
Outcomes

LI:
Activities
Outcomes

LI:
Activities
Outcomes

LI:
Activities
Outcomes

DT

LI:
Activities
Outcomes

Music

Resources

Percussion instruments
Percussion instruments
Claves, cymbals, woodblocks, Claves, cymbals, woodblocks,
maracas, guiro, agogo
maracas, guiro, agogo

LI: To listen and respond to
a piece of music
Activities:
Watch the film, create
artwork and movement
inspired by the music
Outcomes:
listen and reflect on a piece
of orchestral music

Resources

Year 4 study booklet pages

LI: To play a pulse and follow
visual signals for the tempo
Activities:
Play a pulse, speed up and
slow down Follow visual
signals
Outcomes:
create their own piece of
music using instruments and
voice
Year 4 study booklet pages

Percussion instruments
Claves, cymbals, woodblocks,
maracas, guiro, agogo

Percussion
instruments
Claves, cymbals,
woodblocks, maracas,
guiro, agogo
LI: To play ‘off-beats’
LI: To play ostinatos
To work as a group to LI: To perform as a
create and play a
group
Activities:
Activities:
melody
Activities:
Play Villa Lobos’ rhythms Learn Create and play ostinatos
Structure sections of
about ‘off-beats’
Outcomes:
Activities:
music into a bigger
Outcomes:
create their own piece of music using Create a melody,
piece Perform in a
create their own piece of music instruments and voice
structure ideas into a concert
using instruments and voice
piece
Outcome:
Outcomes:
perform as an
perform as an
ensemble
ensemble
Year 4 study booklet pages
Year 4 study booklet pages
Year 4 study booklet
pages

Year: 4

Spanish

Lesson 1
Objective:
To remember key language
of the classroom and basic
greetings
Activity: Revision greetings
+ classroom language

Term: 1

Lesson 2
Objective: To revise numbers
1-10 and days of the week
2 To learn numbers 11 – 31

Topic: South America

Lesson 3
Objective: To consolidate
numbers 1-31
2 To learn the months of the
year

Vocabulary:
Numbers 1-31 + revision days
of the week
once, doce, trece, catorce,
quince, dieciséis, diecisiete,
dieciocho, diecinueve, veinte,
veintiuno, veintidós,
veintitrés, veinticuatro,
veinticinco, veintiséis,
veintisiete, veintiocho,
veintinueve, treinta, treinta y
uno

Vocabulary:
Numbers 1-31 + months
los meses - enero, febrero,
marzo, abril, mayo, junio, julio,
agosto, septiembre, octubre,
noviembre, diciembre
, diciembre

Lesson 4
Objective: To ask and answer 'What
date is it today?'
Vocabulary:
Months + dates
¿Qué día es (hoy)? (What day is it
(today)?
Hoy es martes. (Today is Tuesday).
¿Qué fecha es (hoy)? (What date is it
(today)?

Lesson 5
Objective: To learn
the names of the
seasons
2 To join in with a
Spanish song
Vocabulary:
Seasons, number of
days in each month
el verano (summer), el
invierno (winter), el
otoño (autumn), la
primavera (spring)
San Fermin song

Year: 4

Bame reference for each unit highlighted yellow.

Term: 1

Topic: South America

